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SIDE ONE PAGE ONE 

S\o~ A. 
~ This is Bernard McNicholl inte rviewing Henry K Geueule tteo for the Coal Tyee 

e~ or-S --; 

History Project. 

Bro. My. Geuelette what year were you born? 

Hg/ 1928 

Bm. And have you lived in Nanaimo all your life or in South Wellington? · 

Hg. I ve lived in South Wellington all my life ya. 

Bro. So you've lived in this house since 1928 all your life . 

Hg. Well not in this house, but I've lived in district since 1928. 

Bro. And was your fathere a coal miner too? 

Hg. Ya. 

Bro. And did he come from the Nanaimo area too er? 

Hg. Well originally he did Ya, but his parents come from Belgium so •• 

Bro. bb, ha 

HG. But he lived here. 

Bro. So his parents were Belgium coal miners. 

Hg. Ya, uh ha 

Bm. And urn, and your father he was born in Canada then 

Hg. Ya. 

Bro . And iXi didi he work in Nanaimo? 

Hg. In Nanaimo caal mines. 

Bro. OUt in Southe Wellington Nanaimo, 

Hg ...... ~,ha, ya. 

Bro. In that area. 

Bro . Do you remember any thing about your father about working in the coal menes? 

Hg. Not too mxxxk much, uh, well he was a track layer . 

Bm. Uh,ha . 

Hg. Worked the No.#S here and the No.#lO 

Bm. So you worked basically in the South Wellington Mine 

Hg. South Wellington Mine ya, the mine there. 
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Hg. WorMed for Dick Fiddick too, for a few years . 

He had a small coal mine . 

Bm. What do you really remember that's really significant about your father 

about working in the mines. Like what hours did he work all the time. 

Hg. Well it was pretty well steady day shift. 

Brn. Steady day shift, so he was pretty fortunaite/ 

Hg. 7 till 4 

Brn And did he like working xkx in the coal mines or did he have grumbles? 

Hg. 9 No he seemed to like it but I guess them days you knowthat was all 

there was tos, more of less to ( )#22~ and it was close to home . 

Brn. Was your family sort of weel off or was it sort of like you know you 

had to scratch for •.. 

Hg. Well we had to scratch pretty well, xkiJ cause they never got that much, 

wages weren ' t that big you knowin those days never got that much money. 

Brn. So did you have a large family or rela tively small? 

HG . No juxst three of us • 

Bm. Small normal family. 

Bm. Did you have to farm or any thing like that ? 

Hg. No we just had the garden , like you know we had our own garden. 

Bm. So you know, you know you basicallly suruived on what your father made 

for an earning then. 

Hg. Oh ya. 

Bm. So did youfeel that you were urn poor or urn you know just making or 

well off or ... . 

Hg . We had as much as anybody else did you know. 

Brn. So you weren't exactly poorbut, or desperate but you were just sorta 

like you know you had enough to get from day to day? 

·-· l ~~ 
Hg. Ya, well that was weere you made your living and you know so, we seemed 

to get on alright. We had our HER own eggs xour chickens, our own garden, 

everybody did then you know, in them days everybody had that, just a natural 

thing to do I guess. 

Bm. How old were you when you started working in the mines? 

Hg. Oh, And I worked ( )(?)#38in , started there in what 

50 . . . . no 46., ya 

Bro. So you jus t sorta started around the latter end of the coal KHi mine days. 

Hg. ( talking at same time)(?) No.#lO 

Brn. So you know you only could put in about what , how many years did you 

nut in .? 
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Hg. Ya , that's about it I quess. 

Bm. Is there anything you remember about um, the coal miners . What kiyd of 

~ people they were. 

Hg . t hey werealot of nice people they were always seem to be joyful people 

you know, they were , I foundx them that way anyxxJ how . 

Bm. Do you remember anything like when your father he worked as a track layer 

o h h b him . right, you said, do you remember your Mot er ave any concerns a out XB go~ng 

to work? Did she ever worry or did keep it hidden like most coal miner's 

wifes. 

Hg . She mighta, oh I don ' t know , I dokn't think she ever worried too much, 

it was j xust a natuaral thing in them days, you know, practically everybody 

worked in the mines. 

Bm.So she , she didnt urn sorta like every once in a while says oh why don't 

you find something else. 

Hg. You know, well, there was nothing else in them days, you , youknow you 

have to realize that uhin them days alot of people never had cars and you got 

a job where you were living something close to homae , and uh, l~ying wasn't 
I "" 

very much in them days. You know , not too much l~ying xxmKHg, around 

u 
not like it is today. Your sawmills weren't too muchx .. . .. 

Bm. Mostly sawmills were for timbers for xkxH the mine 

Hg. Well, notto much even for the timbers but uh for the lumber you know 

lumber has really come ahead in th~s last probabaly 30 , or 35 years. 

Bm. And um, do you remember anything about labour conditions , safety con-

ditions, would you say KKXR that they were urn, you know JBK , good or ... 

HG. Well they seemed to be alright when I started like you know, they had 

lets of problems before I understand . , 

Hg. So ¥BK by the time you had started the union had already urn gotten 
-• I - ----

the significant anount of strength to get what the workers wanted. 
-f"-~1""~'"<. ~~ll 

Hg. Oh, ya. They was . . alot organx±ized then by the time I started. 

Bm. Did you have to join the union when you started? 

Hg. Well ya, everybody joined the union , just the same as it is today. 

Bm . What did you feel about joineng the union when you started, was it gust urn 

my fatherK did it, .. 

Hg . Well it was just something natural to do . 

Bm. So there wasn't really much thing you thought about. 

Hg. No, it was just something that JB went on xaand that's what, well that's 

just what ya done. 
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Bm. So you really didn't have the sorta like urn, that bitterness against 

managememt because you really didn't have to fight for your rights, they 

were already established,.by the time you started. 

Hg. Oh, ya they HRXR been already established other people had fought 

for anything that I had gotten , like I say I started way, way on like 

you know, I never .... 
() 

Bm. So your'e sorta like the first generation to start you know with 

all these hardships ... 

Hg. Well yes, after awhile all the hardships were over iwhen I started 

you tam. know itsuh, I never had too many hardships. 

Bm. Did you like working with coal , B like on top of the coal mine or 

anything like that? 

Hg. Oh ya, it was a nice job. 

Bm. So, you know it was out in the open all the time wasn't it? 

Hg. Ya. 

Bm. So you didn't mind anything about the weather, or anything like 

that? 

,. -
Hg. Oh no, if it got miserable or if it was.1 raining x or snowing well 

you just put ~ your reain clothes on. 

Bm. Could you desceibe exactly what your job was? 

Hg . Well we were just uh, switching on the low & keyand we were taking the 

cars up from the minehead up to the tipple. 

Bm. Could you describe what a x urn, low key is? 

Hg. Well its and engine . Justa .... 

Bm. Just like a small locamotive. 

Hg. Just like a small locamotive ya . 

_ _ _____ _13m~ And you mentioned the xmdl word 
,__,..: 

tipple, could you describe what ~. tippTe 

is? 

HG. Well thats where they used dump the coal cars and uh, then they'e go up 

and the ax coal would be screemed , and they had like what they called a 

pickin table there, well they used to pick the rock out of the coa~ , like 

you know, and then it would go into the railway cars. 

Bm. Did you know where the coal went from the E railroad cars , do you know 

where they exactly went to? 

Hg. No, not actually, well it used to go into the washeres x in Nanaimo 

there, but then where it went after that I don't know where the orders went. 
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Bm. So it all went to Nanaimo, didn't go out to Boat Harbour . 

Hg . Pretty well, oh no, not No.#lO never went to Boat Harbour. 

Bm. So it all went to Nanaimo. 

Hg . Went tnto the, yard in Nanaimo there. 

Bm . And urn, we were talking wbere the coal was going to and you said it 

went to Nanaimo. 
be in the 40's • 
~ 

And Xi did you ever visit Nanaimo?(interference) I guess it' ~ 
Do you remember anything about the city in that time . ' 

Hg . No, But it was alot smal ler than what it is, its just about the same 

but enlarged, considerably , but basically downtown its just about the same 

thing. 

Bm. So you don't really remember anything significant you know excepx t you 

know , that' its larger, and its samller then, 

Hg. That's all yup. . ~ o 
~ 

Bm. Do you remember after the coal mining era ended.? LXHK Like I hear~ 

stories that there was grass growing in the street . 

Hg. Oh .. I don't believe so. After the mine shut down No .#lO out here there 

was the Bryce Mine and it had hired a few more men , And then the pulp mill 

started up right away , so it was in the construction stages then so 

pretty well all the miner'xx s went over Xk tothe uh, pulp mill •• .. 

Bm. Shift of labour • •.• 

Hg. I t was just more or a shift or labour ya. 

Bm.What do you remember abou~Wellington. Cause I was talking anogher 

fellow the other day and he says urn this place used to have , I think 

3 theatres, and it had a , it was a little community, it had you know 

everything in its .. own . 

Hg. For awhile ya. 

Bm. WkxX Was that there when you were here? 

~g. No, the building was there, notx when-r-wa~~~I can't remember it 

running. 

But other tharn the building , the hall and the place where the theatre was 

was there, ix .... 

Bro. But was it ever used , or wasn't 

Hg. Well the hall was used , used to have dances in Xi different things • 

Bm. What do you remember about um, community activities in this town?, well 

I 

South Wellington~I quess. 

Hg. Ya well it always was South Wellington . Oh we seem to have different 

things , you know what I mean there was hav~ng dances, and when we were kids 
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they used to have dances for the older people you know, and all the kids used 

to go in them days with their parents you kknow, and uh , not like it is 

today the kids stay home and the parents go out , different ways or something 

you know. Ixgxwww guess its just a change uh, people I imagine. Change of 

times. 

Bm. Urn do you remember aniy urn place in this town or establisha that had 

a certain amount of contro~ersy surromnd ing it you know, but it was like 

I heard some story that urn there was uh uh, I gue ss it was a bar or whatever 

called the Bucket of Blood. Do you remember any thing about that? 

Hg. Oh ya, No, that was all gone . The building was still there, its 

still is there today x but liie I say that was before my time that was . 

Bm. Do you know who owns the building now? Someone living in it? 

Hg. Oh ya, there's people living in it now, 

Bm. So its just a house now. 

Hg. Ya , turned into a house Ya . 

Bm . W:Rk Wkexx~BKXHRXJ!xxxxki:k 

Bm. Do you remember when you were a child growing up here do you remember ~dy 

stories or anything you know that you weren't ga suppose to go here or there 

and you went anyhow. 

Hg. No. Everything after, around my time everythning seemed to be quietedned 

down then, you know , it was all right then • 

Bm . So it was just basically just a community . 

Hg. Ya just a community ya. 

Bm . Nothing special. 

Hg. No, not as far to me anyhow , like you knowwhen I was a kid there was 

everything natural just like any other place. 

Bm . Was there a train station here at one time. 

Hg. Ya. Small one . -· 
Bm. Does the train ever stop here now the daylineE? 

Hg. Well don't stop it cost too much money to get on it now. 

Want 4 dollars from here since that VIA RALI 4 dollars nowto go to Nanaimo 

at the cheapes t fare you can get now. fa. And that's kinda reiiculous • 

Well you could just about get a taxi at that price. Taxi wsed to cost about 

6 dollars and get off downtown, and with the train you got to get off up at 

the station in Nanaimo there. 

Bm. So there used to be a station building x here at one time . 

HG. Ya. 
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Bm . So South Wellington used to be an important small commumity . 

Hg. Well the train went past twice a day, it was a passenger train. 

Bm. Do you remember anything about the train, like did the train habe that 

special importance like you know trains used to have? Open the train a night 
a everyone sorta like turned their heads , or called down the station. 
R~ 

Hg. Oh I don't think so, cause it went passed here, well the freight trains 

were going fast, and like you say the passenger trains was 2 passenger trains 

everyday, and that went on the freight train, of caourse you know they had 

the passenger xxxiHK cars on the freight train like you know. And uh, 

oh nobody used to worry about the trains, they went passed by often 

never bothered with it. 

Bm. Did any important figure ever visit this area, do you remember 

Hg . Not that I know of. 

Bm. NO premeers .... no ... 

Hg. No not that I know of, no. 

Bm. Did this area used to have its own Mayor? 

Hg. No. 

Bm. So who, who, was aorta like the urn you know the person in power• 

you know that governed over you know , municipal matters. 

Hg . Ya there was nobody in them days, you just never had no, you know what 

I mean just paid your taxes to the xx government XEKxxkxX*xxxi like you 

do now and that's all. We have uh, the thing no~+~ ~~HXxiHIBK 

different now but then they ( V£~\~ 

now and that so we do have ( ~ ~4~~ 

you know we had uh ..... . 

Bm. 

Hg. 

You_belong to urn Nanaimo now don't you? 
....:~ 

No we're just outside Nanaimo. 

)(#206) taxes to the hall 

)(#207) or nothing but like wa 

Bm . Oh, so then you weren't asked to go into it then, cause your' E too far out. 

Hg/ No, no. it stops just up there by that John Deere. Up there on the high-

way. 

Bm. Do you remember any significant stories that ! you can think of that you know 

~-t-~vGk 'fO'tJ 0..~ t""-P.V tirt~.-~t\~ 
t:nax ( ~rt!elvwl on s) ( ?) (l1215)ody Etttrt!Sti~tg, dr controversial or ••. 

Hg. No, 

Bm. Were there any urn, mine disasters occurring wx while you happened or? 

Hg. Well there was one they had an explosion in No.#lO there. That was awhile 
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before I ever started working that one. 

Bm. You were just a boy then. 

Hg. Ya. I guess I was probably only 7 or 8 then . 

Bm. Do you remember anything that stuck in your mind about that. 

Hg. Not really, probably the only thing I guess is that they were putting 

an xxx ax% air shaft in, that was the only thing. 

' l Bm. So you don't remeber the feeling that the community you know, during 

this accident sorta like you know, was is sorta like you koow .. sad uh. 

Hg. Well any time there was an exploseion in a mine it was always sa9 

(C>-'" 
because there ~ould be quite a few people killedin it you know in the 

mine but .. Its not like something else its down in the mine and an exploseon 

well you know it could be quite a few people involved in it. 

Bm. Did you ever on your own initiative go down into the mine just to see 

what it was like down inside? 

Hg. No I was never bothered to go down there. 

Bm. So you had no desire to go down there. 

Hg. Not really, no. We were always on top here like you know and, so it 

was always kept preetty busy . 

Bm. Did you ever hear any stories about things thaa happened down in the mine 7 

you know some strange stBB ory or something like that that was told by a 

miner you know ... 

u 
Hg. N , no 

Bm. So you know m~tly the soories that already(?) never really happened. 

Hg. No, I never seen that you know, you never seen the miners too much 

because they all used to come and get their lights like you know, you go 

to the washhouse and put our mining clothes on and then w~ll they would go 

and we would be on top so, you never really seen each other too often. 

-" ! -~ 
Bm. What did they have for washroom facilities, did they have wahs~oom 

facilities? 

Hg. They had a washhouise • 

BM. Down in the mine? 

Hg. No, on top. 

Bm. Just on top so when the miners had to come back up again? 

Hg. Yup. 

Bm. It's just that I've heard some stories that they never used to have no 

facilities what so ever. 

HG. Well ... years ago I imagine they never had anything, but like I say 
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when I started we had the washhouse here, at No . #lO I don't know a t any other 

mines they had it , but I say at No.#lO they did have it. 

Bm. Was there a ga~a good working uh, relation between a worker and boss 
c 

or you know, er, was there always this on going tensmon Qf triction? 

Hg. I think a t No.#lO it was pretty fair I think. 

Bm. So there wasn't really that much work or anger~, the workers were 

generally pleased at doing that job and getting paid for it. 

Hg. Pretty well at that time ya, its, its uh .•. 

Bm. Do you remember who your boss was, his ~arne? 

Hg. Ya. Wellie Frew. 

Bm. Is he still alive today? 

hg. No, he's dead now. 

Bm. What did you get paid ani hour at that time when you first started inthe 

mines? 

Hg. Oh, Jesus, that's along time ago now, I don't know, it wasn't that 

much anyhow. 

Bm. Was it about 

HG. I think we got about 4.60 something an hour ax day like you know . 

Bm. jUst $4.69 

Hg. For a day, something like that about $4 . 60 , then it went up to a little 

over 5 dollars something like that , well the wages weren't big in them days 

you know, in that time that I'm talking about. 

Bm . So you know the wages hadn't really changed that much since coal mining 

started then you know. 

Hg. Not really, no. 

Bm. You're still get dollars a day then . 

Hg. Ya. 

Bm. So you hadn't even gotten into the hout bit again . You know being paid 

by the hour. 
• l 

HG. Well you figured but by the hour, but it worked out you know, the wages 

weren't ..... 

Bm. So you just got, you didn't you didn't get paid by the hour , you got 

paid by a day. 

Hg. That was an 8 hour day . 8 hours . Well when I started in the sawmill I only 

when I left the mine, xkKK I started in the sawmill and the wages in the 

sawmill wages I think akHX about 62\~ an hour. 

Bm. I guess that ~ turned out to be alot better wages than working in the 

mines , then ... 

Hg. Well , not much more. 62\~ ana hour, the wages still only getting about 
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$5.00 dellars , so at that , well when I left I guess we'd get a little over 

$5.00 dollars a day. And uh, we had to mkR make a mine on top . 

Bm. So you know urn, XkR did that money urn, carry you through or ..• ? 

Hg. WeiX Oh ya, well it had to carry ya, carry ya through. 

Bm. You were living at home with your parent s when you first worked 

ing the mines. 

Hg. Ya. 

B.m. And was your the money that you earned, contribute to the family urn .. 

Hg. Well you'd have to pay board just l ike anybody else . 

Bm. Did you ever have enough money of Xk your own to buy whxat you wanted? 

Hg. No, I don't think so, you used to have to save, just pretty well about 

the same today, it's, lotsa things today I'd like to buy XkxX adn I haven/t 

got the money to buy it with, I have to save it up, you know what I mean . 

Don't get that much money all at once., to buy these things • 0Hx We 

have more wages here, like our wages now we haven't well they've just 

u 
started to go up probably what , abaxout the last 10 years. Y u know 

your wages are really going up al l over the place 

Bm. Urn, what year, did you ever get married? 

Hg. Uh, 1950. 

Bm. And urn, you were still working in the mines then? 

Hg. Ya. 

Bm. And um, your wife didn't mind you working at the mines then? 

HG. No, that's like ixxx I say its back to the same thing again 

Bm. Was her fathere a coal miner also? 

Hg. Ya he worked in the mines. 

Bm. And did you buy this hous e you're in now? 

Hg. Ya, 

Bm. And you just sorta fixed it up? \. .. :~ 

Hg. Uh, ha. 

Bm. So you've had this house i for well over I guess about 15, over 20 

30 40 years now. 

Hg. Well just about , well since we've been married 20, married in SO and 

this is 79 so . .. we had it 29 years so . . .. 

Bm. So you're really not all that old. 

HG. No I ' m only 51. 

Bm. Actually you're younger than my father. 

Hg. Ya, I ' m only 51, ya 
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Bm. Your'e quite young yet . 

Bm. So xa you know, you were actually saw the latter end of the coal mining 

eaa. 

Hg. That's all, yak like I say well as I say, I guress I was there about 

5 years. That's all,. 

Bm. What mid you think the first day you started working? Did you sorta say 

well, here's a job I'm going to have for a long, long, long time, was that 
I) 

your attitude, you know, like here's~ job that's going to last forever 

and I'm going to have it? 

Hg. Oh, no, everybody knew that the mine would ixx only last for so long 

you know, that was uh, every mine only lasts for so long it doesn"t matter •.• 

Bm. Did your sorta like ~ave this feeling like urn, well I got my first ~ 

job, was, was that was there that sorta excitement. 

HG, Oh ya, it was sorta of an , something new I gxuess when you get your 

first job, its , its something you know when you start out with your first 

job and roll along and get a paycheck. Ya 

Bm .. What did you do with your first paycheck, did you go to the bank and 

cash it? 

Hg. Had to go into the bank to cash. it. 

Bm. Urn did you have to go all the way into the Nanaimo bank. 

Hg.m Ya . 

Bm. Didn't you find that a little ridiculouE? 

GR. Well they used to , that ' s the way they paid you couldn't uh, to my 

knowledge pay, that the money was , you got your cheque you went and got 

your statememt , and then you'd have to go and tear this piece off the bottom 

and then you d have to take into the bank and your money was in an envexlope. 

So, that that money was always in your , was always in an envelope for ya, and 

they had a girl there, the teller and she would give you , x xx turn your slip • I :.,_.;;;._.,;;;'-"--- - "..J~ 

into her, and then she'd give you you're envelope with your number on it. 

Bm .. Bid you think that that was a effecient way of being paid? 

HG. Well, I imagine it was, paid that way all the time, My fatherex was 

paid that way all the time and I guess I fiqured it wass alright everybody 

else was paid that way, so you know it was just the way that 

Bm . So you didn't (interferece) (?) thought that you were being cheated or 

anything like that? 

Hg. Oh you couldn 't be cheated because you could stay there, and you had to 

count your money in the envelope in the bank you know, to see that you got 

the right amount. 
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!'1 
B . So did you urn think highly of the Company that you worked for, did 

you sorta have the pride working for the company or anything like that 

you know? 

Hg. Well not really, well it was ajob and it was I don't really think I 

really had that much pride I t was a you know, a job and that was it. 

I done my work and .... 

Bm Was it Canadian Collieries that owned the mine? 
( l 

Hg. Ya. 

Bm. So it would be Dunsmuir. 

Hg. Well ya. 

Bm. Do you remember anything of the red light district in Nanaimo? 

Hg. No, no. 

Bm. It had practically died out by then huh . 

Hg. Ya 

Bro. ( )(?)#400 by then it was 

right after the war. 

Hg. Ya. Ya. 

Bm. Did you ever travel anywhere? What method of travel ia did you use? 

Was it by then motor car? 

Hg. Well then, at that time then my Dad had a car. 

Bm. What model was it? 

Hg. Gee I think his first car he had was a 1920 Chev I think. 

Bm. So you didn't have one of those Model T. Fords. 

Hg. No, not then no. 

Bm. Was there alot of traffic then on .•.. 

Hg. No. No traffic. 

Bm. It must have been weird , cars and horses . 

Rg. We~e used to sleighride down the highway there. In the wintertime 

in the bobsled. 

Bm. Cause there was no traffic. 

Hg. No. no traffic it was just about the coal traucks I guxess that come 

from No.#8 mine that was about~ ....•. 

Bm. So they started using coal trucks instead of trains . 

Hg. Well from up there ya. MCKay Lake . ( ) ( ?)#424 

Bm. So that must have, was that fairly, that was a fairly recent mine then? 

tOu know if they were using coal trucks, cause you know earlier they would 

have had to you know establish a rail of some kind • 

Hg. Well, no it wasn't that. I don t, I guess it must have started in 
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I don t know when BXEI exactly. Gee it must have started in the 40 ' s, 

Bm. Ya, it would be farily recent, if the start using trucks you know 

trucks were more efficient to .... 

Hg. No.1i8 ya. 

Hg. Y~, well there was no railway up there that we started , wehn we started up 

in there, the road was in there, so it would be easier to haul xs by truck . 

Bm . Do you remember any other mines in the district? 

Hg. Oh I remember very little of No. #5 . ~ I was too young then. 

Bm. Urn I heard that there was uh, I think and Alexandria Mine around here 

somewhere? 

Hg. That was uh, was no more when I was •.. 

Bm . Sorta very urn ... 

Hg. Well I wasn't born then, ya. 

The No.#S is the last one I can, well I can just remember a little of that , bu t 
0 r~c ~" ~h,,.. 

very little of that. I w~ up (?) ~~n it was working. 

BM. Did you go to school in the area? 

Hg. Ya, weht to the old South Wellington School. 

Bm. What do yon rmemember about school? 

Hg. Oh, it was just another school. Old floors. Pretty well like every 

other scho~l around in them days I guess, You know the outside schools 

pretty well the same. 

Bm. »Xx Would you say it was a strict school, or you know was it you ~now 

a good school to go to? 

Hg. Oh, it was good. I think it was alright. Everybod,'s teachere didn't seem 

to be too bad. 

Bm. Did you ever get in trouble x x with the principle you know, was he 

really!strict abxxout the strap, and •.... . ... ~ 

Hg. Well you use to get the strap if you were bad or something you know I guess 

if you deserved it you got it. Didn't seem to be strapped that much. 

BM. What kind of I guessx recreational activities did you do, d~d you fish, 

or go swimming or what? 

Hg. Well KK yes we used to go swimming quite a ..... (END OF SIDE SNE) 

SIDE TWO 

Bm. And where did you say, you went up to the Bore Hole? 

Hg. Ya. , that's in Nanaimo River but its up . 

Bm. Is that somewhere near the Railroad Tresel of something? 
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Hg. Ya, well its up aboxve the CJR Railway track. 

Bm. Cause there's this place where we go with these holes in the ground 

I went there once. 

Hg. Oh ya. 

Bm. I think that's where it is. 

Hg. Well there ' s one, there's one there called the Bore Hole , there's 
,, 

a drill howe in therex and it keeps bubling all the time. Sulpher water 

combng out x of there all the time. 

Bm. Sulpher? 

Hg. Ya . 

Bm. what, you mean you swam in it. 

Hg. No, no, its just Sulpher Water comes out of this hole, its a drilled 

hole, I guess they drilled for coal up thereat one time or somethng I guess. 

Bm. So, so is this water from the river also er from somewhxeres else? 

Hg. Oh, this is cokming form somewher~ somewhere else, its coming 

out of that Bore Hole, and it just runs down into the river, it eoesn't 

bother the river at all. 
e.< 

~ 

Bm. Wxkhat else did you do, besides swim, did you
1

go fishing in Nanaimo 

River? 

Hg. Oh yes, we used to go fishing in Nanaimo River and we used to go fisheng 

in the lake down heae, Becks(?) Lake. 

Bm . YOu went swinnning in Becks Lake urn ... 

Hg. NO. I never used to swim in it , but we used to go fishing in it. 

Bm . What kigd of fish did you catch. 

HG. Oh, we used to get Steelhead , or Springs out the Nanaimo River . 

Bm . Oh I heard tha t there urn, alot of leaches in that lake. 

Hg. Oh at down here, theres leaches in it in the summertime, but you'll get 
• i 

them out of most lakes, most shallow lakes you'll get them in the summertime. 

Bm. So you cnuld never swim in it for that reason. 

GH. Well no~, when it gets really later on you know, you can swim in it earlier 

on, but uh, then when it ge~s really hot then you get your leaches. 

Bm. So you didn't swim in Xi it? 

Hg. Not Hown in Becks Lakexm , no. We used to go up Nanaimo River all the 

time. 

Bm. Has South Wellingcwton sorta remained pretty wwll the same as it was in 

your tiwme , youknow when you were a child.? 

Hg. Just about , other XX8 than its grown up, its just kxBw you know, quite 
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a few homes been built up now, and •. . • 

Bm . Where, where, where, are your, where are your parent's house where was 

that ? It was in the area, um •o you remember exactly where it was? 

Hg. Well, its just three -..x doors down from where we're living now. 

Bm. Who owns it now. 

Hg. (Isacson?Isaline?)(?) #508 
,, 

Bm . Do you ever what to go back there and XXJ sit there and SJY well my 

parents were here or somethng like that? 

1 

Hg . Well I go back there quite often, ~y were very good friends . 

Bm. Did you ever have any hobbies? 

Hg. Well, I don t know what you mean hollies, gardening, and doing some 

car~pentry work . .. 

Bm. I guess carpentry work .. 

Hg . Things like that • 

Bm. Did you ever have a stamp collection xor any thing like that1 

Hg. No, I never bothered with stamps. Pretty well keeps me going with 

mxy garden, and working around making things • 

Bm. Is this post office down here, is this iddependant of the Nanaimo 

Post Office, like , um do you have to go down there, and they keep 

your stuff in there and you have to go it goes into Nanaimo . 

HG. Ya , a ptx£ pick- up comes in a truck comes an and picks it up . 

Bm. ( ) unclear. stamp it themselves . 

hg . No, no, no, no, well they stamp iit heae and then they put i n in a box 

or they put in a bag and then it goes into Nanaimo . 

Bm. So that Post Office has been here for years and years . 

Hg. Ya, its been here for quite awhile now, ya. I don·t know for how many 
~ 

years, but its been hexre for quite some time . 

BM • . Its quite old. 

Hg. Well the Post Office, like the building that's its in there, its not 

too old. 

Bm. Do you remember when you were a boy, that was really significant that 

you remember? Like something that stuck in your mind. 

Hg. Oh, I don't know, I think mostly was the weather I guess, quite a few 

people that say oh you never get snow here but uh, when I was young I 

never seen fence post in the winter time, for snow. 

Bm. You got alot af smow then . 
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Hg. Had alot of snow a in them days , well ell over the place 

Bm. So there was a cold decade of something like that. 

Hg. And uh, summers were, wwell x the weather was alot better than what were 

getting now for summers. We used to go swimming every 24th of May, in the 

River. And I don't think now, very seldom now, you' ll get in the river on 

24th of May , cause its too cold. 
I) 

Bm . I guess its weather, you know change ..... 

Hg. Change in weather. 

Bm. I guess its more mild now than it was then, usuall y you know if you 

have a cold winter or you know, you have an extremem summer. 

Hg. You have a g0od summRKer if its if you have a bad winter. 

Bm. Actually hasn't been that bad so far really, 

Hg. No we haven t had any bad weather. 

Bm . Its just sorta its just sorta staying warm evexn though its been 

cloudy, every other like you know , its been sunny for 3 or 4 days and 

its we get this kinda humid weather. 

Hg. Oh ya. 

Bm . Cloud and it hasn't really rained that much. 

Hg. No, the grounds quite dry, No, no, can't complain about the weather . 

Bro. At least xkHXkax its been the best it has been in the last 5 years. 

Hg. Like I say in them days we used to ge t alot of snow. Pre~~y welll 

had stayed in there all winter pre~~ y well you know. 

Bm. So you did alot of bobsleding or x taboggining . 

Hg. Ya we used to be sleighriding all the time, ya/ 

Bm. What was Christmas like? Was it •... 

Hg. Seemed to be good. 
~'\ 

BM. Did the communiSY, evfr get together foo some~ gayla affair. 

Hg. No, no, never had no, not that I can remember, not in may time. 

Bm. Do you remember, is there a church hexre ,? 

Hg. Oh ya. 

Bm. Did you ever have to go, did you go to that church? 

Hg. Well I went to the Sunday School. 

·"Bm. Didn' t have to go to the church. 

Hg. No, no, I'm not x religious. 

Bm. Laughter 

Hg. Laughter 
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Hg. Ya I think when you go to church you just go to confess your sins. 

Andkx tha*t's all right. 

Bm. Well I guess that's all I can think of •. 

Hg. Well there's not not too much that I can think of, like I a say, I 

never, I was only there for about 5 years so 

Bm. Well it was pretty all near the end of it so ev~rything that accured 

had already happened. 

Hg. It already happened ya, uh ha so all the bad times or anything like that 

you know what I mean that's way before my time. So . .. 

Bm. Well I thank you very much 

Hg . Well your quite welcome. 

Bm . I 'm sure it will be of x help. 

Hg . I hope I can help some . 

END 

Mr. Guelette for your interview . 

-· 




